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MOTIVATION
- (UNINTENDED) LOW FERTILITY RATES are becoming prevalent
in developed countries
- SURROGACY is one among a battery of remedies for aspiring
parents struggling with infertility issues
- MOST STATES currently prohibit both economic and altruistic
surrogacy agreements but many are considering reform

- GESTATIONAL SURROGACY is on the rise in the UK where
(altruistic) surrogacy has been legal since 1985
- PUBLIC DEBATE over surrogacy often (negatively) portrays
the practice as an “LGBT+ issue” exercised by gay men
- EXISTING RESEARCH suggests that public opinion on the
issue has been shifting in response to widely-reported reliance
on the procedure by notable celebrities (e.g., reality TV star
Kim Kardashian or STAR WARS creator George Lucas)

RESEARCH QUESTION AND HYPOTHESES
Q Do individuals update their preferences for gestational surrogacy in response to homonegativity bias and parasocial contact?
H1 (homonegativity thesis): exposure to surrogacy use by a same-sex couple will become less supportive of the use of paid surrogacy
H2 (parasocial contact thesis): exposure to surrogacy use by a celebrity couple will become more supportive of the use of paid surrogacy

SURVEY EXPERIMENT

TREATMENT ASSIGNMENT

DV: Support for gestational surrogacy
Design: Fully factorial (2x2 + control) survey experiment among
representative sample of UK population (N = 2000)
Treatment: Random exposure to same-sex (gay) and/or celebrity
surrogacy surrogacy users
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RESULTS
HOMONEGATIVITY
EFFECTS are more
pronounced among
older respondents
(NULL) PARASOCIAL
CONTACT EFFECTS
are not conditioned by
age

EXPOSURE TO GAY
COUPLES reduces
support for surrogacy
QUANTITATIVE TEXT
ANALYSIS also shows
that treatment induced
uptake in sexualityfocused objectives in selfreported reasoning for
position on policy

CONCLUSIONS
DESPITE rising tolerance towards nonheterosexuals in the UK, discriminatory biases
still play a significant role in shaping concrete
policy issues
CAMPAIGNS often leverage celebrity examples
as a means of nurturing public support for
innovations. Our results show that in the
case of surrogacy this is ineffective, if not,
inimical to support for the policy.
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